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Executive Summary

The ESL Teacher Institute

Created in 1980, the English-as-a-Second-Language (ESL)

Teacher Institute is a staff development program for preparing

instructors to use ESL techriques and mterials. The Institute

has been designed for inexperienced instructors of ESL in adult

basic education as well as for individuals who have not

previously taught ESL or adults.

The Institute's development has occurred in three stages:

1) the provision of Core. Workshops, 2) the incorporation of a

competency-based adult education approach in the Workshops, and

3) the inclusion of classroom management and coaching strategies

into an ESL Institute. During the first stage of the program,

1980-1982, training was provided through the ESL Core Workshops.

The imrkshops, offered for 12 hours over a weekend, focused on

the development of four language skills--listoning, speaking,

reading, and writing. Workshop participants were taught how to

use specific ESL instructional techniques--e.g., dialogues and

communicative drills--that were reflective of state-of-the-art

practice in ESL.

Refinement of the Core Workshops continued during an

intermediary stage of development, 1982-1985, during which time

the training design and content were revised. The length of the

6



2

workshops shifted from 12 hours offered over two days to a one-

day, eight-hour session. The major change was in the content

of the workshops, which were refined to include a competency-

based adult education approach.

The third stage of 'development began 'in 1985, with the

creation of the current ESL Institute. During this period, the

training design changed from an eight-hour session to three four-

hour sessions, with up to one-month intervals between sessions.

The content of the Institute was also expanded, such that the

Institute currently focuses on the development of three types of

skills: 1) ESL instructional techniques, 2) competency-based

classroom management strategies, and 3) coaching techniques. In

addition to refinements in design and content, the training

process was revised to include the standardization of training

materials and demonstration of instructional techniques. As

well, on-going staff development has been provided for ESL

Institute trainers through the provision of colloquia, which are

opportunities for trainers to refine and renew their training

skills.

Evaluation of the ESL Institute

As the development and refinement of the ESL Institute

progressed, staff from the Institute and California State

Department of Education were interested in assessing the effects

of the Ihotitute on improving instructors' skills in utilizing

7
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ESL Techniques, and in enhancing their overall instructional

abilities. There also was a desire to understand the Institute

trainers' perceptions about their own skill development. Thus,

an evaluation of the 1986-87 ESL Institute was undertaken, in

order to determine the Institute's impact on':

* Instructors' abilities to use ESL Techniques;

* Instructors' abilities to use the sequential
steps in Techniques (e.g., techniques for
listening, speaking, and reading);

* Instructors' capacities to use Competency-Based
Adult Education (CBAE) classroom management
methods; and

* Instructors' and trainers perceptions about the
acquisitifl of instructional skills through
systematic training and reinforcement.

In order to assess the impact of the Institute on its

participants and trainers, two types of data were collected

during 1986-87. The first focused on participants' abilities to

conduct an appropriate CBAE lesson, utilizing the ESL Techniques

taught in the Institute. These data were gathered as part of the

evaluation's pilot study of instructors who participated in the

Institute during 1986-87. The second type of data collected in

the evaluation concerned participants and trainers' perceptions

about the utility and design of the Institute. Institute

participants were asked to assess the Institute's overall

structure and to indicate their areas of improvement. Institute

trainers were also surveyed ah.out similar topics, and were asked

to recommend changes in the structure and content of materials

used in the training sessions.

8
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Evaluation Findings

Pilot Study. A pilot study of 44 Institute participants

was undertaken in order to: 1) determine participants' growth

in using appropriate classroom management strategies and ESL

Techniques; 2) assess the results of the coaching process used

during 1986-87; and 3) obtain information for the final

revision of the Institute's design and txaining materials

scheduled for 1987-88. Two data collection methods were used

to gather information for the pilot study, which utilized a*

pre-post design. The first was observations ocsf Institute

participants teaching their own ESL classes, both prior to and

after they had attended the Institute sessions. Three

instruments were used in this observation process: 1) ESL

Institute Feedback Forms, 2) Classroom Observ; tion Form, and 3)

Teaching Improvement Process (T.I.P.)1. The second method

was interviews with the instrUctors who had been observed.

The analyses of data collected during the evaluation's

pilot study indicated that the Institute has been successful in

meeting its objectives of increasing participants'--i.e.,

1. The ESL Institute
Form were developed
Administration, 1985.
Development Project,
Inc., 1987.

Feedback Form and Classroom
by DNAE, ACSA, Foundation for
The T.I.P. was developed by the
San Fiancisco State University
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instructors--abilities to: 1) use specific ESL Techniquos; 2) use

the sequential stbps in these techniques; and 3) use CBM class-

room management strategies. The Institute partic4ants who

implemented the coaching process during 1986-87 found the prG.z.ess

useful for improving their instructional skills, and for building

collegial relationships within their own agencies. Critical to

the success of the coaching process has been the support provided

to the Institute participants by agency administrators.

Participants who had both prior experience with the ESL techniques

and strong agency support were more likely to benefit from

coaching. Less experienced instructors found it difficult to

learn new instructional techniques along with the coaching

process.

Participants' and Trainers' Perceptions. Both Institute

participants and trainers were asked to assess the design and

content of the Institute, and to suggest refinements that could be

made. Overall, instructors who participated in the 1986-87 ESL

Institutes found the sessions to be well-designed and well-paced.

They felt that the trainers were skilled in conveying the

Institute's underlying conceps, and used the training support

materials effectively.

In terms of the volume of material covered during the

sessions, participants suggested that the number of ESL Techniques

taught in the Institute be reduced, so that the material could be

covered in greater depth. Finally, participants found the

10
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modeling of Techniques, both live and through video, and the

opportunities to practice and receive feedback about their use

of the Techniques the most beneficial aspects of the Institute

sessions.

Institute trainers reported that the two Institute colloquia

held during 1986-87 were invaluable opportunities for skill

refinement and enhancement. Of particular help were sessions

concerning the modeling of ESL Techniques and the demonstration

of Feedback strategies.

Future Activities

The evaluation's findings suggested a number of areas that

should be addressed during 1987-88, in order to prepare the ESL

Institute for dissemination. The three types of activities that

will be undertaken are: 1) refinement of the Institute's design

and content, 2) design of a transfer process that can be used to

prepare adult education agencies for participation in the

Institute, and 3) creation of reinforcement activities for

enhancing skill building and skill retehtion of Institute

participants.

ii
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PREFACE

This report describes the results of an evaluation of the

1986-1987 English-As-a-Second Language (ESL) Teacher Institute.

The objective of the evaluation was to determine the ESL

Institute's impact on participants' abilities to use specific

ESL instructional techniques, as well as their capacities to

implement competency-based adult education classroom management

methods.

As a competency-based staff development program, the ESL

Institute has been designed to improve the skills of instructors

with limited or no experience teaching ESL or adult basic

education classes. As well, the Institutethrough its coaching

process--can enhance the capabilities of experienced ESL

instructors. This report describes the ways in which the

Institute has been successful both in increasing instructors'

abilities to use ESL techniques, and in managing competency-

based instructional settings.

During the course of the year-long evaluation, many

individuals assisted the evaluation teams in the design and

data collection phases of the effort. Our data collection

activities would not have been possible without the cooperation

and support of the instructors who participated in the ESL

Institute during 1986-1987. The evaluation team is indebted to

these individuals. Special thanks are given to the ESL Institute

1



Institute trainers, who conducted the Institute sessions and who

participated in the two ESL colloquia held during the evaluation

period. Their suggestions about refinement of Institute training

materials greatly assisted the formative evaluation effort.

Critical to the evaluation's efforts was the assistance

given by four individuals who participated in the data collection

process. Our gratitude is extended to: Leann Howard, San Diego

Community College District; Holda Dorsey, Hacienda-La Puente

Unified School District; Greta Kojima, Los Angeles Unified School

District; and Bea Moreno, Redlands Unified School District.

Several members of the California Department of Education's

Youth, Adult, and Alternative Educational Services have supported

the evaluation team throughout the year. Our appreciation is

extended to Fichard Stiles, who assisted in the design of the

study and who reviewed the draft report; and to Carlos Gonzales,

Edda Caraballo-Browne, and Jerry Kilbert, who participated in

the ESL Institute colloquia.

Finally, thanks are given to Jane Zinner, director of the

Dissemination Network for Adult Educators--a California State

Department of Education-funded project under federal P.L. 91-230,

Section 310--under whose auspices this evaluation was conducted.

Her advice and support throughout the evaluation are much

appreciated.
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The members of the team who conducted the evaluation and

prepared this report are: Judith A. Alamprese, external

consultant to the Inntitute and Autumn Keltner, California-based

consultant to the Institute. K. Lynn Savage, Director of the

ESL Institute, provided guidance throughout the evaluation and

prepared Section II of the report, which describes the

Institute's development and implementation. Special thanks are

given to Julie Raquel, who was responsible for the final

production of the report. The views and conclusions presented

in this report are those of the authors, and do not represent

the California Department of Education or the U. S. Department

of Education.
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Executive Summary

4.

The ESL Teacher Institute

Created in 1980, the English-As-a-Second-Language (ESL)

Teacher Institute is a staff development program for preparing

instructors to use ESL techniques and materials. The Institute

has been designed for inexperienced instructors of ESL in adult

basic education as well as for individuals who have not

previously taught ESL or adults.

The Institute's development has occurred in three stages:

1) the provision of Core Workshops, 2) the incorporation of a

competency-based adult education approach in the Workshops, and

3) the inclusion of classroom management and coaching strategies

into an ESL Institute. During the first stage of the program,

1980-1982, training was provided through the ESL Core Workshops.

The workshops, offered for 12 hours over a weekend, focused on

the development of four language skills--listening, speaking,

reading, and writing. Workshop participants were taught how to

use specific ESL instructional techniques--e.g., dialogues and

communicative drills--that were reflective of state-of-the-art

practice in ESL.

Refinement of the Core Workshops continued during an

intermediary stage of development, 1982-1985, during which time

the training design and content were revised. The length of the

workshops shifted from 12 hours offered over two days to a one-

1 6
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day, eight-hour session. The major change was in the content

of the workshops, which were refined to include a competency-

based adult education approach.

The third stage of development began in 1985, with the

creation ot the current ESL Institute. During this period,

the training design changed from an eight-hour session to

three four-hour sessions, with up to one-month intervals

between sessions. The content of the Institute was also

expanded, such that the Institute currently focuses on the

development of three types of skills: 1) ESL instructional

techniques, 2) competency-based classroom management

strategies, and 3) coaching techniques. In addition to

refinements in design and content, the training process was

revised to include the standardization of training materials

and demonstration of instruction71 techniques. As well, on-

going staff development has been provided for ESL Institute

trainers through the provision of colloquia, which are

opportunities for trainers to refine and renew their training

skills.

Evaluation of the ESL Institute

As the development and refinement of the ESL Institute

progressed, staff from the Institute and California State

Department of Education were interested in assessing the

effects of the Institute on improving instructors' skills in
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utilizing ESL Techniques, and in enhancing their overall

instructional abilities. There also was a desire to understand

the Institute trainers' perceptions about their own skill

development. Thus, an evaluation of the 1986-87 ESL Institute

was undertaken, in order to determine the Institute's impact on:

* Instructors' abilities to use ESL Techniques;

* Instructors' abilities to use the sequential
steps in Techniques (e.g., techniques for
listening, speaking, and reading);

* Instructors' capacities to use Competency-Based
Adult Education (CBAE) classroom management
methods; and

* Instructors' and trainers perceptions about the
acquisition of instructional skills through
systematic training and reinforcement.

In order to assess the impact of the Institute on its

participants and trainers, two types of data were collected

during 1986-87. The first focused on participants' abilities

to conduct an appropriate CBAB lesson, utilizing the ESL

Techniques taught in the Institute. These data were gathered

as part of the evaluation's pilot study of instructors who

participated in the Institute during 1986-87. The second type

of data collected in the evaluation concerned participants and

trainers' perceptions about the utility and design of the

Institute. Institute participants were asked to assess the

Institute's overall structure and to indicate their areas of

1 8
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improvement. Institute trainers were also surveyed about similar

topics, and were asked to recommend changes in the structure and

content of materials used in the training sessions.

Evaluation Findings

Pilot Study. A pilot study of 44 Institute participants

was undertaken in order to: 1) determine participants' growth in

using appropriate classroom management strategies and ESL

Techniques; 2) assess the results of the coaching process used

during 1986-87; and 3) obtain information for the final revision

of the Institute's design and training materials scheduled for

1987-88. Two data collection methods were used to gather

information for the pilot study, which utilized a pre-post

design. The first was observations of Institute participants

teaching their own ESL classes, both prior to and after they

had attended the Institute sessions. Three instruments were

used in this observation process: 1) ESL Institute Feedback

Forms, 2) Classroom Observation Form, and 3) Teaching Improvement

Process (T.I.P.)1. The second method was interviews with the

instructors who had been observed.

1. The ESL Teacher Institute Feedback Form and Classroom
Observation Form were developed by DNAE, ACSA, Foundation for
Educational Administration, 1985. The T.I.P. was developed by
the CBAE Staff Development Project, San Francisco State
University Foundation, Inc., 1987.
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The analyses of data collected during the evaluation's pilot

study indicated that the Institute has been successful in meeting

its objectives of increasing participants'--i.e., instructorg--

abilities to: 1) use specific ESL Techniques; 2) use the

sequential steps in these techniques; and 3) use CBAE classroom

management strategies. The Institute parcicipants who

implemented the coaching process during 1986-87 found the process

useful for improving their instructional skills, and for building

collegial relationships within their own agencies. Critical to

the success of the coaching process has been the support provided

to the Institute participants by agency administrators.

Participants who had both prior experience with the ESL

techniques and strong agency support were more likely to benefit

from coaching. Less experienced instructors found it difficult

to learn new instructional techniques along with the coaching

process.

Participants' and Trainers' Perceptions. Both Institute

participants and trainers were asked to assess the design and

content of the Institute, and to suggest refinements that could

be made. Overall, instructors who participated in the 1986-87

ESL Institutes found the sessions to be well-aesigned and

well-paced. They felt that the trainers were skilled in

conveying the Institute's underlying concepts, and used the

training support materials effectively.
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In terms of the volume of material covered during the

sessions, participants suggested that the number of ESL

Techniques taught in the Institute be reduced, so that the

material could be covered in greater depth. Finally,

participants found the modeling of Techniques, both live and

through video, and the opportunities to practice and receive

feedback about their use of the Techniques the most beneficial

aspects of the Institute sessions.

Institute trainers reported that the two Institute colloquia

held during 1986-87 were invaluable opportunities for skill

refinement and enhancement. Of particular help were sessions

concerning the modeling of ESL Techniques and the demonstration

of Feedback strategies.

Future Activities

The evaluation's findings suggested a number of areas that

should be addressed during 1987-88, in order to prepare the ESL

Institute for dissemination. The three types of activities that

will be undertaken are: 1) refinement of the Instituto's design

and content, 2) design of a transfer process that can be used to

prepare adult education agencies for particIpation in the

Institute, and 3) creation of reinforcement activities for

enhancing skill building and skill retention of Institute

participants.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Overview of the ESL Institute

The English-As-a-Second Language (ESL) Teacher Institute

which began in 1980 as the ESL Core Workshops, has been designed

to provide staff training for instructors with no prior

experience teaching ESL or adult basic education. The workshops

originally were created because of these existing conditions in

Adult Education: 1) high faculty turnover, 2) the use of

primarily part-time faculty, and 3) the lack of faculty with

formal training in adult education.

The original core workshops--conducted from 1980-1983--

trained instructors to use ESL techniques and materials. In

1985, the focus of the workshops shifted to include training on

the use of the competency-based adult education (CBAE) process.

The content of the workshops was modified so that the needs of

instructors with limited knowledge of CBAE, ESL or adult

education could be met. In the fall of 1986, the Core Workshops

became the ESL Institute. The name change signified

modifications in training time--from a single one and one-half

dP,.y workshop to three sessions held over a six week period--as

well as in content. The ESL Institute training curriculum has

been expanded to include an emphasis on measuring and

reinforcing ESL instructional skills.

24
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Purpose of the Evaluation

As the development of the ESL Institute continued throughuut

the 1980's, the need to assess the Institute's impact became

apparent to the Institute's designers and the State Department of

Education staff. They wanted to learn about the Institute's

effects, both on improving instructors' skills in utilizing ESL

techniques and on enhancing their oveZ-all instructional

abilities. In addition, there was an interest in understanding

the Institute trainers' perceptions about their own skill

development, as the training design had been refined over time.

Thus, an evaluation of the 1986-87 ESL Institute was initiated in

September 1986, in order to determine the Institute's impact on:

1. Instructors' ability to use ESL terThniques;

2. Instructors' abilities to nse the sequential
steps in specific ESL techniques (e.g.,
techniques for listening, speaking, and
reading);

3. Instructors' capacities to use CBAE classroom
management methods; and

4. Instructors' and trainers' perceptions about
the acquisition of instructional skills
through systematic training and reinforcement.

Specifically, this evaluation was designed to document the

Institute's effects on instructors' instructional skills, by

comparing their abilities to conduct an appropriate ESL lesson

before and after their participation in the Institute.

Furthermore, the evaluation was structured to provide information

about Institute trainers' and participants' experiences utilizing

the skill reinforcement process--a key method for enhancing

learning.

P5
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In order to have a study approach that combined evaluation

expertise with substantive knowledge about ESL, two consultants

were asked to design and implement the evaluation. Judith

Alamprese, a Washington, D.C.-based consultant who was

knowledgeable about adult education programs in California and

who has experience in developing and evaluating Adult Education

training programs, was joined by Autumn Keltner, a California-

based consultant who has many years experience working wtth

Adult Basic Education and English-As-a-Second Language programs

in California. These consultants worked with the Institute

staff in carrying out all phases of the evaluation.

Organization of the Report

This report presents the results of the year-long evaluation

of the ESL Institute. Section II of the report describes the

historical development of the Institute, with particl:lar

attention to the evolution of the Institute's philosophy and

design. Also included in Section II is a summary of the

Institute's activities during 1986-87. Section III describ*s the

methodology used in the evaluation, and Section IV discusses the

evaluation's results. Finally, presented in Section V is a

summary of the evaluation's conclusions and the Institute

refinement activities t; t will be undertaken during 1987-88.

PG
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II. THE ESL INSTITUTE

A. Historical Development

Overview

There have been three distinct stages in the development

of the ESL Institute: 1) the early Core Workshops, 2) an

intermediary stage in which a competency-based philosophy was

incorporated, and 3) the current ESL Institute. This section

first describes the philosophy of the Institute, which has

remained consistent throughout the three stages. Next, the

historical development is summarized, highlighting significant

developments at each of the three stages. The following aspects

are discussed for the first and third third stages: a) design,

b) content focus, and c) training.

Philosophy

Since its beginning in the fall of 1980, the ESL Institute

has remained consistent in certain principles related to the

content, structure, and process of training.

The first set of principles relate to the content of

training. These principles are that: 1) teaching is a skill

which can be taught; 2) learning is a skill that requires

practice and feedback; and 3) training content must be relevant

to the needs of the participants. In the case of the Institute,

relevance means that the training must be able to be applied for

use with adult students in open entry/open-exit programs.

27
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The second set of principles relate to the structure. These

principles are that: 1) trainers be knowledgeable about the

local context and relate to the experiences of those they are

training 2) the desire to have consistent outcomes across

training teams requires standardization in training materials and

the delivery of training; and 3) the training should reflect the

philosophy of the teaching being advocated. In the case of the

Institute, this has meant that as expectations of the performance

of the Institute participants have increased--i.e., the shift to

using a competency-based teaching process--so have the

expectations of the trainers.

The third set of principles relates to training process.

They are: 1) training should be responsive to the changing

needs of instructors, which vary with the student population;

and 2) throughout the develop/I....int and implementation of training,

there needs to be a conscious process to involve both trainers

and external consultants, in order to create a product that is

the combined thinking of the group.

Early Development

This stage covers the first two years of the Institute--

i.e., the implementation of the Core Workshops--from the fall

of 1980 through the spring of 1982. During this stage there

were significant developments in design, content focus, and

training.



lu-sign. The original Core Workshops were 12 hours, offered

on a Friday and Saturday. The agenda was divided into five

nearly-equal time blocks. Four blocks focused on the development

of the four language skills--listening, speaking, reading, and

writing. The fifth concerned the selection and adaptation of a

text. Each section, except writing, concluded with c task, in

that participants were expected to work with the techniques and

materials which had been either demonstrated or discussed by the

trainers.

Content Focus. The major focus of the Core Workshops was on

instructional techniques and materials. An underlying assumption

was that part-time faculty--with limited preparation time--were

more apt to use textbooks rather than to produce original

instructional materials. Therefore, the teaching of techniques

selected for training were those with the greatest visibility in

commercially-ava.dable materials. Whether demonstrated or

discussed, the presentation of each technique included a

reference to student texts or professiciaal resources relevant to

the technique.

The majority of textbooks being used at the time that the

A

Core Workshops were being developed reflected the audio-

lingual/habit-formation approach to developing language

proficiency. Therefore, the majority of techniques covered

represented this methodological approach--e.g., dialogues;

mechanical, teaningful, and communicative drills.
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Training. In the first year of the Core Workshops, there

was one "lead" trainer who provided continuity from workshop to

workshop. The second trainer was from the region in which the

workshop was held. After the first year, the regional trainer

then became the lead and worked with a new trainer, also from

within the region where the training took place. The original

lead trainer assumed a management function. The training

materials provided to the workshop participants were the same

across regions.

Intermediary Stage

This stage covers the period from the fall of 1982 through

the spring of 1985. During this stage, the design was one

eight-hour session held on a Saturday--a shift from the early

design of 12 hours of training. The major change was in

content. The concept of a competency-based approach was

incorporated into the sessions in order to support the policy

of the Adult Education Unit of the California State Department

of Education. This official policy required that programs

receiving Section 306 monies be competency based, and

emphasized the "basic and life skills necessary . . . to

function proficiently in society."

Inorporating a competency-based approach was congruent

with language-acquisition research, which indicates that

effective instruction involves teaching in context. Research

supports the use of a language-learning syllabus that places
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language structures in contexts relevant to student need.

Language objectives became enabling objectives--the means to the

students' goals, not goals in themselves. Thus, the major change

during the intermediary stage of development--the change to

competency based--not only reflected the findings of research in

language acquisition and in adult education, but also provided

support for the policy of adult education in California.

Current Development

The current stage of development, kncwn as the ESL

Institute, began in the fall of 1985. During this stage, there

have been significant changes in design, content and training.

Design. The current Institute design is three four-hour

sessions. There is a week or more between sessions. During

each session two to four modules have been taught. In lower-

level classes, a greater percentage of time is spent on listening

and speaking than on reading and writing. Because most

participants teach lower-level classes, more time--nearly all of

one session--has been devoted to techniques that develop speaking

skills. The concluding activity of each module is a task, which

requires participants to apply what they have learned from the

trainers to their own teaching situations.

Content Focus. The content of the current ESL Institute is

divided into three major categories: 1) ESL instructional

techniques, 2) competency-based classroom management procedures

and 3) coaching. The third category--coaching--is a process that
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provides Institute participants opportunities for peer

interaction, and focuses on skills that are being performed,

rather than on affective elements in the instructional process.

The coaching model used in the Institute, derived from a

industry-based training program, is a process whereby

participants give feedback to each other about the use of

specific skills requiring a set of procedures. An essential

element to the Institute's coaching process as used in the

Institute is the Feedback Forms. The Feedback Forms identify

the steps within an ESL instructional technique, which are

listed sequentially. The Forms also present teaching options

for each step. One Feedback Form was developed for each

technique that is taught in the Institute. The Feedback Forms

are contained in Appendix A.

In addition to the incorporation of coaching, the

Institute formalized the use of a competency-based approach

during this stage. First, a decision was made to place all

examples of techniques into a life skills situation. Second,'

modules were developed that focus on specific aspects of the

competency-based approach. These modules are: a) "Analysis of

a Competency-Based Adult Education/ESL Lesson," b) "Needs

Assessment," c) "Supplementing a Text," and d) "Lesson

Planning."

A third change in content focus during this stage of

development has been the addition of new techniques and the

deletion of some existing techniques in the Institute.
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Commercially-developed materials were beginning to reflect the

communicative and language acquisition approaches to developing

language proficiency. Therefore, the Institute incorporated

techniques representing these methodologies (e.g., information

gap, early production, problem solving).

With the evaluation of the Institute, its content focus has

shifted from a single focus to three distinct categories. With

this change, it became necessary to prioritize and delete

techniques, The incorporation of a competency-based approach

provided the rationale for deletion of certain techniques.

Specifically, the rationale was to: 1) delete the techniques

that focus primarily on building academic skills (e.g., listening

to lectures, writing compositions), and 2) delete the techniqqes

that focus on discrete language skills and therefore are more

difficult to teach in context (e.g., minimal pairs,

transformation drills).

Training. During the current stage of development of the

ESL Institute, there have been three major refinements in

training: 1) standardization of training materials, 2) standard-

ization of the demonstration of techniques, and 3) provision of

colloquia that focus on the training of the trainers.

Until 1985, the major form of standardization for training

was through the materials provided to participants. In order to

ensure that outcomes were the same for participants across the

training teams, a training guide was developed. The guide

presents the specific information that should be delivered in
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training sessions. It identifies the goal of each training

module, offers a sequence of steps to reach that goal, and

provides suggestions for one or more activities to accomplish a

step. The guide also contains related support materials, such as

transparencies, worksheets, and visuals.

The second major change in the Institute training process

was development of videos, which replace the live demonstrations

of techniques. Through the use of videos, there is consistency

in demonstration across training teams, and therefore, across

regions. Their use assures that no steps 'are deleted in the

demonstration of the technique, and that the same option is used

in demonstrating each step. The videos also provide the

opportunity for trainers to repeat a portion of a demonstration

about which participants may have questions. By using videos,

trainers have been able to focus on the training of participants,

rather than on their own delivery of the demonstration.

The third change in training has been the incorporation of

the colloquia for trainers. At least one colloquium is held at

the end of each year of training. The major goal of the

colloquia is to ensure consistency in training. In addition,

they provide opportunities for trainers to share their training

experiences from the preceding year, to reach consensus on areas

that need refinement, and to hone their own skills.

Table 1 summarizes the historical development of the

Institute.
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TABLE 1

Historical Development of the Institute

Design Content Training

Originally 12 hours,
Friday evening and
all-day Saturday;
then one session,
one ..feekend day for

eight hours.

Early Development
(1980-19e2)

Techniques:
- listening

- speaking

- reading

-writing
Adapting a Text

A Training Team:
originally one lead
constant between
regions and one from
within the region; then
two trainers within the
region, one lead with
experience and one new;
Training Process:
demonstration and task;
Standardized materials
for participants

Intermediary Stage
(1982-1985)

Added CBE Concept

Three sessions, each
session four hours;
1-3 weeks between
sessions

Current Development
(1985-Present)

Added CBE modules,
including lesson
planning;
Presented each
technique in a
life skills context
Added techniques
representing the
communicative and
language acquisition
methodologies;
Deleted writing
section;
Added Feedback Forms;
Added reinforcement
through coaching;
Reduced number of
techriques covered.

Added materials for
trainers;
Incorporated
demonstration by video;
Added Colloquia.
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B. Summary of 1986-87

The Institute Process and Content

During 198E-87, six Institutes were regionally available to

teachers from any adult education agency in the region. A seventh

was offered locally--open only to instructors from a single adult

education agency. A total of 249 persons attended one or more

sessions. A total of 154 persons completed ail three sessions.

The 1986-87 Institute consisted of three four-hour sessions,

one or more weeks apart. The objectives for Session I were:

1) to identify the key components of a CBAE/ESL lesson, 2) to

identify the steps used in coaching, and 3) to increase skills in

using techniques that develop listening. The goal for Session II

was to increase skills of participants in using techniques that

develop the speaking skills of their students. This included the

objectives of recognizing a speaking skills continuum, moving

from teacher-centered to student-centered activities, and

distinguishing between techniques for lower-level and higher-

level students. The objectives for Session III were to increase

the skills of participants in using techniques that develop the

reading 3kills of their students, and to implement the coaching

process.

The number of techniques taught in each skill area--

listening, speaking, and reading--varied. In the area of

listening, there were two examples of one technique--Focused
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Listening--one for lower-level and one for higher-level students.

The reading skill area had two techniques, Language Experience

for lower-level, less-literate students and Reading ft)r higher-

level, more-literate students.

The techniques for developing speaking skills in the 1986-87

Institute were on a continuum from lower level to higher level

and represented the following choices: 1) choices in learning

styles, by including techniques especially effective with

language acquirers, as well as techniques especially effective

with language learners; 2) choices in focus, by including

techniques that focus on meaning, as well as techniques that

focus on accuracy; and 3) choices in control, by including

tecilniques that are student centered, as well as ones that are

teacher centered.

The speaking techniques, on a continuum from those requiring

the least English to those requiring the most English, were Early

Production, Drills, Dialogue-, Pair Practice, Information Gap,

Role Play, and Language Generating. Early Production appeals to

language acquirers, focuses on meaning, and is, initially,

teacher centered, but can rive to student centered. Drills focus

on accuracy, appeal to language learners, and usually are teacher

centered. Dialogue appeals to language learners, usually focuses

on accuracy, but in a context which provides meaning and is, most

often, teacher centered, but can move to student centered. Pair

Practice is student centered, may focus on accuracy or

communication, and may appeal to language learners or language
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acquirers, depending on the way in which an instructor uses it.

Information Gap also can appeal to language acquirers or

language learners, depending on the way in which a teacher uses

it; it focuses on meaning and is student centered. Both Role

Play and Language Generating appeal to language acquirers, focus

on meaning, and are student centered.

The Training of Trainers

Two colloquia were held in 1986-87, one in May and one in

August. Each was one and one half days long. The May colloquium

provided trainers with an opportunity to share their previous

year's experiences and to suggest areas for refining the

Institute, based on their experiences. It also included

analysis of specific techniques demonstrated by video, that is,

Language Experience and Information Gap/Pair Practice. This

analysis resulted in group consensus on essential steps in the

technique, refinement of the related feedback forms, and

identification of a process for using the videos in training.

At the August colloquium, trainers analyzed video

demonstrations of three additional techniques: Dialogue, Early

Production, and Problem Solving. The August colloquium also

addressed facilitation behavior, provided opportunity for

trainers to facilitate, and gave structured feedback to trainers

on their facilitation skills.
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III. EVALUATION METHODOLOGY

Introduction

In order to essess the impact of the Institute on its

participants and trainers, an evaluation was designed that

involved the collection of two types of data. The first type

of data focused on participants' abilities to conduct an

appropriate Competency-Based Adult Education (CBAE) lesson,

utilizing the ESL techniques taught in the Institute. These

data were gathered as part of the evaluation's pilot study of

instructors who participated in the Institute during 1986-87.

The second type of data collected in th'e evaluation

concerned participants' and trainers' perceptions about the

utility and design of the Institute. Instructors who attended

the training seFsions were asked to assess the institute's

overall structure and to indicate the areas in which they

percsived they had grown. The Institute's trainers, who

conducted the training sessions and participated in th ESL

Institute Colloquia, were surveyed about similar topics and were

asked to recommend changes in the content and structure of

materials used in the training sessions.

Thus, the evaluation had two components that corresponded

to the two types of data that were collected. The first

.omponent was the pilot study, which tracked the progress of

the Institute participants in developing their instructional.

skills. The second component involved the collection of
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perceptual information from Institute participants and trainers,

about their overall assessment of the design of the Institute

and the benefits they derived from participating in it.

Pilot Study Design and Data Collection Methods

Purposes. In order to assess the ESL Institute effects on

improving instructors' abilities to conduct a CBA-r: lesson, a

pilot study of a sample of Institute participants was undertaken

during 1986-87. The pilot study had three main purposes: 1) to

determine participants' growth in using appropriate classroom

management strategies and ESL instructional techniques; 2) to

assess the results of the implementation of the coaching process,

which had been incorporated into the Institute's design during

1986-87; and 3) to obtain information for the final revision of

the Institute's design, training materials, and data collection

metl,ds, which would be undertaken during 1987-88.

A pre-post design was utilized in the pilot study. The

design was chosen in order to determine the Institute's effects

on its participants through the collection of data at two points

in time. These were prior to the first session of the Institute

and after the third, or final, session of the Institute. The

assumption was that the Institute participants would improve

their abilities to conduct a CBAE lesson--utilizing ESL

instructional techniques--as a result of attending the three

Institute sessions, and would implement what they learned in

these sessions with reinforcement and feedback provided by a peer

coach located in the same adult education agency.
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Two data collection methods were used to gather information

for the pilot study. The first was observations of the Institute

participants--i.e., instructors--conducting ESL classes, both

prior to and after they-attended the three Institute sessions.

The second was interviews with the instructora who had been

observed. Each of these methods is described below.

Instructor Observations. Instructors who participated in

the pilot study were observed for two purposes: 3) to determine

their progress in using the ESL techniques that they had been

taught in the Institute, and 2) to assess their abilities to

conduct an appropriate CEAE lesson.

Three instruments were used by trained observers to collect

information about the purposes of the pilot study described

above. The first was the ESL Institute Feedback Form--developed

by the Institute staff and trainers--whic'. is a checklist of the

essential steps, listed in sequP.Ace, for each of the ESL

Techniques. The observers used the Feedback Forms for eight of

the 11 ESL Techniques, to document .he instructors' abilities to

perform the techniques that they had learned during the Institute

sessions (the eight Techniques are those chat the instructors

chose to use at the time during which they were observed). Forms

for these eight techniques--i.e., Role Play, Focused Listening,

Early Production, Reading, Drills, Language Generating,

Dialogues, and Pair Practice--are presented in Appendix A.
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The 'second instrument was the Classroom Observation Form,

also developed by the Institute staff, which is a form for

documenting: a) the instructors' use of a lesson plan in

conducting a lesson; b) instructors' use of a competency

objective to focus a lesson; c) the language skills that are

taught in the lesson; and d) the stages of the lesson and the

ESL techniques that are used during each stage.

Two categories of information from the Classroom Observation

Form were utilized in the evaluation in order to asse3s the

instructors' abilities to conduct a CBAE lesson. These were:

1) whether the instructor used a lesson plan; ard b) whether they

used a competency objective to focus the lesson. The process for

collecting the other types of information on this form--the use

of language skills and the stages of a lesson--requires further

refinement before the information can be examined for analytic

purposes.

The third observation instrument was the Teaching

Improvement Process (T.I.P.)--created by the CBAE Staff

Development Project staff--which is a process for recording

instructors' implementation of CBAE classroom management

strategies. The T.I.P. was used in the ESL Institute evaluation

as part of a cooperative effort between the Institute and the

Staff Development Project to conduct further field testing of the

instrument. Two categories on the T.I.P were analyzed for the

Institute evaluation: 1) the Overall Organization of Learning

Activity Rating and 2) the Classroom Grouping Strategies Rating.
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These categories were chosen because they reflected the training

material presented in the Institute, and they complemented the

information collected with the Classroom Observation Form.

Copies of the Classroom Observation Form and the T.I.P. Summary

Form are found in Appendix B.

The instruments described above were used by trained

observers in collecting the data for the evaluation. These

observers were five individuals experienced in the instructional

methods taught in the ESL Institute, and familiar with the Adult

Education agencies in which the Institute participants taught.

One observer, Autumn Keltner, conducted the majority of the

observations and coordinated the training and data collection

schedules of the observers. All of the observers participated

in two training sessions prior to the beginning of the

evaluation. One session was conducted by the Institute Director,

Lynn Savage, and Autumn Keltner. This Eassion trained observers

to collect data using the ESL Techniques Feedback Forms and the

Classroom Observation Form, as well as to interview participants

after the Institute sessions. The CBAE Staff Development Project

staff held the other session, in which the observers were taught

how to use the T.I.P. In order to establish reliability in the

observation process, Autumn Keltner either accompanied each

observer on at least one observation visit after the training, or

reviewed the instruments by other observers who conducted paired

observations. This step was undertaken in order to ensure that

the data collection process was consistent among all observers.
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Observations of the pilot study instructors--e.g., Institute

participants--conducting ESL classes were made at a maximum of

two weeks prior to the first session. Each observer usually met

with the instructor to be observed prior to class, in order to

set the instructor at ease and to obtain a general overview about

the activities to be carried out. If a meeting prior to the

observation was not possible, then the observer held a debriefing

session with the instructor after the class, to review what had

taken place during the instructional session. Each observation

was approximately one hour in length.

In conducting the observation sessions, the observers sat

in the back of the classroom in order to record both the

instructors' actions and the students' behaviors. During the

class, the observers prepared an anecdotal record, which was a

detailed narrative documentation of the activities they observed

in the classroom--including both instructors' and students'

behaviors--as well as the length of time spent on each task. The

anecdotal record was used so that observers could capture as much

detail and depth of activity as possible during the observation

period. After the class, the observers referred to the

information documented in the anecdotal record in completing the

three types of observation forms described above.

Instructor Post-Institute Interview. Observers met with

each instructor who participated in the pilot study to conduct a

Post-Institute Observation Interview. The purposes of this

4111
interview, which was held in conjunction with the second class-
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room observation--eight to 12 weeks after the Institute's third

session--were to ascertain: a) the instructor's feelings about

the design and content of the Institute sessions; b) whether

coaching had taken place between Insfitute sessions and, if so,

the instructor's reactions to the coaching process; and c) the

instructor's suggestions for refining the Institute content and

process. The observers discussed each of these topics with the

instructors at the conclusion of the classroom observation

session. The interviews averaged approximately 20 minutes in

length.

In addition to the instructor interviews, the observers

also met with the agency administrators when they were available.

Durina these interviews, the observers asked administrators about

their perceptions concerning changes in their instructors as a

result of their participation in the Institute.

Sample. The sample for the pilot study was 44 instructors

who participated in the ESL Institute during 1986-87. These

instructors--drawn from five of the seven Institutes--represented

15 State-funded Adult Education agencies. In order to be

eligible for the pilot study, an instructor had to: a) have

taught ESL no more than two years--in order to ensure that the

study participants were the Institute's target population and

b) be located in an agency in which a peer coach was available.

Thus, only pairs of instructors who could coach each other were

selected for the pilot study.
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From the original sample of 44 instructors, pre and post

observations were completed for 29 instructors. Fifteen of the

44 observations were unable to be completed because instructors

were reassigned, had a change in class time, or were ill; or

because the observer was not available. Of the 29 pre and post

observations, nine were observations in which an ESL Technique

Feedback Form could not be used in one of the observations--

eight during the pre observations and one during the post

observations. This situation occurred when the instructor was

not using a discernable method that corresponded to an ESL

Technique. Of the remaining 20 observations, 12 were

observations in which the same ESL Tecaniques Form was used

during the pre and post observations. The other eight

observations were ones in which different ESL Techniques Forms

were used during the pre and post observations. Given that it

was difficult or impossible to require instructors to use the

same technique in the two classes during which they were to be

observed, it was fortuitous that 12 of the 20 observations had

matched pairs of techniques

Collection of Perceptual Information

Instructor Perceptions. After each of the three sessions of

the seven ESL Institutes conducted during 1986-87, participants

were surveyed concerning their feelings about the overall design

and content of the institute. They also were asked whether they

felt they had improved their skills during each session--e.g.,

A 7



Session I, use of focused listening activities; Session II, use

of student-centered activities, and Session III, use of peer

coach for feedback. The response rate varied slightly with each

session of the Institute, from 173 for the overall Institute

responses for the first sessions, to 161 for the overall

responses for the third session. The survey form--the ESL

Teacher Institute Evaluation Form--contained ten questions

concerning the design and content of the Institute, and from four

to six ratings per session concerning perceived growth according

to the session's objectives. The Institute trainers administered

this anonymous evaluation to participants at the conclusion of

each of the three Institute sessions. Copies of the three

evaluation forms, one from each of the sessions, are presented

in Appendix C.

Trainer Perceptions. The ESL Institute trainers attended

two Institute Colloquia during 1986-87. The first was held in

May 1987 and the second in August 1987. These colloquia served

as staff development opportunities for the Institute trainers, in

order to reinforce the need for standardiza-Aon in consistency

of training. In addition, the trainers were asked to identify

the areas of the Institute--i.e., design, content, and process--

that needed refinement, based on their training experiences

during 1986-87.

8
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After each Colloquium, trainers completed evaluation forms

that solicited their perceptions concerning the design and

focus of the Institute, and the materials used. Finally,

trainers were asked to suggest improvements that could be made

in the Institute's content and process. Copies of the two

evaluation forms used during the May and August colloquia are

presented in Appendix D.
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IV. THE ESL INSTITUTE'S IMPACT

Introduction

The data collected for the two components of the

evaluation--the pilot study of Institute participants' skill

development, and the surveys of participants' and trainers'

perceptions about the Institute's utility and design--were

analyzed and the results examined to determine the success of

the Institute in achieving its objectives during 1986-87. As

well, these results were used to identify the Institute areas

that will require refinement during 1987-88. The refinement

process will ensure that the ESL Institute, as an intervention

for developing and improving the instructional skills of ESL

instructors, will be fully transferable to adult education

agencies at the conclusion of the 1987-88 funding year.

This section presents the analysis procedures, results, and

conclusions of the evaluation's data collection activities.

Discussed are the two components of the evaluation noted above,

as well as the specific areas within each component that

correspond to the Institute's objectives.

Development of Institute Participants' Instructional Skills

Information about three aspects of participants' skill

development was collected as part of the Institute evaluation.

The aspects were: 1) instructors' abilities to use ESL

techniques, 2) instructors' abilities to use the sequential steps

in specific ESL techniques, and 3) instructors' capacities to use
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CBAE classroom management methods. In addition to quantitative

information regarding participants' skills, perceptual, or

qualitative data; were gathered about participants' feelings

concerning the coaching process, and the overall effects of the

Institute in helping them build their skills.

Use of ESL Techniques. A major objective of the Institute

is to promote good ESL instruction through the use of specific

ESL teaching techniques. The three Institute sessions are

designed to orient participants to a number of ESL Techniques, by

giving participants opportunities both to observe the techniques

being modeled and to practice the techniques--during the training

and in between Institute sessions in their own classrooms.

In the evaluation, one measure of participants' use of ESL

techniques was whether or not the observers could document that a

technique was being performed during the observation sessions.

Of the 29 completed pre and post observations that were conducted

as part of the evaluation, 69 percent of the pre observations

were ones in which specific ESL Techniques could be documented--

as measured by the use of a technique Feedback Form. In the post

observations, the percentage of classes in which observers were

able to use a Technique Feedback Form increased to 90. These

data provided some support concerning the Institute's effects on

participants' abilities to conduct classes using ESL

instructional techniques.

A second aspect of participants' instructional behaviors was

the extent to which Institute participants increased the number

of ESL techniques they used in a class over the course of the
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Institute. During the Institute sessions, participants were

encouraged to vary their instructional approaches by utilizing a

variety of ESL Techniques that are appropriate for the content

being covered in the class.

As a general measure of growth of participants' use of a

variety of appropriate techniques, the number of ESL Techniques

recorded by the observers was analyzed for the 20 pre and post

observations in which specific Techniques could be documented.

The analysis indicated that 35 percent of the participants used a

greater number of techniques during their post observations; 40

percent used the same number of techniques in the pre and post

Institute classes that were observed; and 25 percent of the

participants used fewer techniques from pre to post. Of course,

the number of techniques used during a class depends upon the

content being taught, which could explain the differences in

percentages of techniques i;eing utilized. However, the results

do show a slight increase in participants' use of more techniques

from the pre to post observations, which could indicate that

Institute participants are improving their abilities to

incorporate a variety of instructional techniques in their

teaching repertoires.

Use of Sequential Ste s in ESL Techniques. As was

discussed in Section III of this report, trained observers

performed pre and post observations of Institute participants

conducting ESL classes. At the conclusion of each class, the

observer determined which of the ESL Techniques Feedback Forms
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should be used to document the instructor's actions that had

taken place during the class. The choice made by the observer

depended on the instructional technique that the instructor

appeared to be performing. In some instances, more than one

technique was observed during a class period.

For the 20 complete pre and post observations from the pilot

stlzdy that were analyzed for this evaluation, eight of the 11 ESL

Techniques Feedback Forms were used by observers in their

documentation of instructors' teaching activities. The three

techniques that the observers did not see being performed--

Language Experience, Problem Solving, and Information Gap--are

those that are considered the most difficult to execute. It is

probable that the instructors did not perform the more advanced

techniques because they were still developing their abilities to

use the techniques that are less complex in structure.

Each of the ESL Techniques has a series of sequential steps

that are required for the technique, and the Techniques Feedback

Forms are designed such that the observers could indicate whether

or hot each step in the technique was performed. The Techniques

Forms used in the 20 pre and post observations were analyzed by

computing the percent correct steps performed for each technique,

pre and post, and then by comparing the percent of correct steps

performed between the pre and post observations. In addition,

the difference between the percent of correct steps pre and post

was computed.
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Instructors observed in 12 of the 20 sets of classes pre

and post the Institute used the same ESL Techniques in both

observations. The remaining eight instructors used different

ESL Techniques in the pre and post observations. The analysis

of the 12 sets of observations--where there were matched pairs

of techniques--indicated a substantial increaae in the percent

of steps performed rorrectly in the techniques between the pre

and post observations. Table 2 presents these results. As is

shown in the table, the average percent of correct steps per

technique increased from 62 percent to 94 percent, with the

average difference between pre and post observations being 32

percent. The analysis of the total sample of 20 pre and post

observations--not controlling for the matched pairs of

techniques--revealed similar results. In this analysis, the

average percent of correct steps increased from 63 percent in

the pre-observation to 92 percent in the post observation, with

the average difference between pre and post being 31 percent.

This increase in instructors' abilities to perform

specific ESL Techniques is due most likely to their practice of

the Technique between the Institute sessions, and from the

reinforcement that was given to instructors during coaching

sessions. Data on the coaching activities fot 16 of the 20

insttuctors were available. Of these 16 instructors, 12 were

coached and coached other instructors, while four instructors

did not participate in the coaching process. Whea the average

perc..,c of growth in using the correct steps in the techn ues
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TABLE 2

Comparison of Instructors' Performance
Using ESL Techniques

Before and After Participating in the Institute

Pre Institute Post Institut
Instructor Percent Correct Percent Correct

Steps per Technique Steps per Technique
Difference

1 40 100 60

2 75 88 13

3 75 80 5

4 38 100 62

5 89 91 2

6 86 100 14

7 44 91 47

8 64 91 27

9 70 100 30

10 63 100 37

11 44 90 46

12 56 100 44

Average 62 94 32

Score
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between the pre and post observations was compared for those who

were coached with those who were not, the results indicated that

the instructors who participated in coaching increased in their

abilities to perform the steps correctly to a greater extent

than did their colleagues not involved in coaching. The averac

percent of growth for those coached was 35 percent, ,hile the

average percent of growth for those not involved in coaching was

23 percent. Thus, those who were coached increased slightly more

than the group as a whole. The findings regarding the effects of

coaching on instructors' abilities to develop their skills is

suggestive, and not definitive, given the small size of the

sample analyzed. However, these results do imply that coaching,

or some form of skill reinforcement and systematic feedback, has

helped instructors in developing their instructional skills.

In summary, the results of the analysis of the ESL

Techniques Feedback Forms has indicated that Institute

participants who were observed instructing classes--both prior

to and after participating in the Institute--increased overall

in their abilities to perform specific ESL Techniques correctly.

Furthermore, preliminary results from a subsample of the

instructors revealed that the coaching process has facilitated

these instructors' capabilities to develop their ESL

instructional skills.

Use of CBAE Classroom Management Methods. During 1986-87,

the ESL Institute sessions emphasized the importance of using ESL

instructional techniques in the context of an organized CBAE
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lesson. Several aspects of lesson and classroom management were

covered in the training sessions, including instructors' use of:

a) a lesson plan; b) a competency objective to direct the lesson;

c) organized learning activities, such as appropriate transitions

and pacing in the lesson; and d) classroom grouping categories.

In order to measure instructors' improvement in managing a

lesson over the duration of the Institute, data from two

categories on the Classroom Observation Form were analyzed. The

percent of pilot s*.ndy instructors, who used a lesson plan and

taught to a competency objective in classes in the pre-Institute

observations, was compared with the percent of instructors

performing the 7ame activities during the post observations.

Table 3 presents these results. As is shown in the table, the

percent of instructors performing these two activities increased

from the pre to the post observations. However, the increase in

the percent of instructors who taught to a competency objective

was more substantial than the increase in the percent of

instructors who used a lesson plan. The results also show that

instructors were more likely to use a lesson plan than to teach

a competency objective during the pre observations, which

suggests that more emphasis might be given in the Institute to

training instructors on the use of competency objectives as one

strategy for focusing a lesson.

In addition to lesson management, two aspects of

instructors' classroom management strategies were examined in

the evaluation. The scores from two categories on thE T.I.P.
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TABLE 3

Comparison of Observations of Instructors
Lesson Management Activities Before and After

Their Participation in the ESL Institute

Activity
Pre Institute
Percentage of

Instructors Performing
Activity

Post Institute
Percentage of

Instructors Performing
Activity

Used Lesson Plan 60 (N = 15) 73 (N = 15)

Taught to Competency 42 (N = 19) 84 (N = 19)

Objective
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Summary Form--organization of learning activities and use of

classroom grouping strategies--were analyzed for the pre and

post observations. The results of this analysis dre presented

in Table 4. As indicated in the table, instructors' scores on

these two items increased over the duration of the Institute.

Even though the average score for instructors' use of grouping

strategies was slightly higher for the pre observations, the

amount of change for the two items was the same.

The Coaching Process. At the conclusion of the post-

observation session, observers interviewed instructors about

their experiences with the coaching process. Post-observation

interviews were completed with 16 of the 20 instructors who

participated in the pre and post observation. Twelve of these

instructors had functioned as coaches, while four were unable

to undertake the Institute's coaching component.

The twelve individuals who had participated as coaches

varied in the extent of their experience as ESL instructors--

from less than one year to almost two years' experience.

Regardless of the amount of their teaching experience, all

instructors who were interviewed reported that the coaching had

been useful. They found the process to be non-threatening and

credible, especially since the feedback and reinforcement that

instructors gave to each other was based on the specific,

detailed information provided on the ESL Techniques Feedback

Form. Although a time-consuming process, instructors felt that
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TABLE 4

Comparison of Observations of Instructors
Use of CBAE Classroom Management Strategies

Before and After Participation in the ESL Institute

Strategy Average

Pre Institute Post Institute

DifferenceScore (N=20) Average Score (N=20)

Organized 1.55 2.275 .725

Learning
Activities

Uses Classroom 1.6 2.325 .725

Grouping
Techniques
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the opportunity to observe others and to receive feedback

related to their own performance made it worthwhile. Most of

those interviewed would be willing to repeat the process, and a

few are continuing to coach on a regular basis.

Although instructors viewed coaching as beneficial, there

was some variance in their experience with the process.

Instructors who had some prior knowledge of the ESL Techniques,

and who were paired with a coach of similar background, tended

to report that coaching helped them to refine and develop their

skills as ESL instructors. Furthermore, they also found the

process of giving specific feedback to their colleague easier

and more natural. Less experienced instructors sometimes found

it difficult both to learn new skills--i.e., the ESL

Techniques--as well as to coach. While they found the process

of being coached very helpful, these instructors found

themselves less adept at coaching. This last finding is not

surprising, given that these instructors would tend to have a

less-developed knowledge base to draw upon in giving feedback.

The instructors who did not coach reported that several

factors had influenced this decision. The most critical of

these were: incompatible work schedules with their coaching

team member; lack of administrative support--e.g., release

time--for undertaking the process; and non-compatibility of the

coaching teams.
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Based on the instructors' experiences, administrative

support is a critical factor for the success of the

implementation of a coaching component. During the pilot study,

administrators supported their instructors in the Institute and

coaching processes in a number of ways, such as: a) attending

the Institute sessions; b) providing paid or release time for

instructors ro coach or be coached; c) scheduling follow-up and

feedback sessions; d) designating a key staff person to

facilitate instructor participation in the Institute sessions

ane the coaching process; e) facilitating, but not mandating,

the pairing of coaches; and f) providing the resources--

textbooks, audio-visual support materials, and copier machines--

necessary for instructors to develop lessons based on the ESL

Institute training concepts. The undertaking of one or more of

these activities greatly contributed to the success of the

Institute and, in particular, the coaching component. One

agency's efforts to provide support for coaching are illustrated

in Vignette No. 1.

Summary. The analyses of data collected during the

evaluation's pilot study have shown that the Institute has been

successful in meeting its objectives of increasing inst/uctors'

abilities to: use specific ESL Techniques; use the sequential

steps in these Techniques; and use CBAE classroom management

strategies. The Institute participants who implemented the

coaching process during the past year found the experience to

be both beneficial to them as instructorr, and a way of building

C2
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Vignette No. 1

AGENCY SUPPORT

A number of local agencies initiated focused efforts to

support instructors and assess the effects of instructor

participation in the Institute and coaching 'process. In one

agency, 20 instructors (ten peer coaching teams) participated in

an evaluation study. Each instructor received a $100 stipend to

participate in the project.

Each participant visited his/her peer coach at least twice

and was coached at least twice. The techniques most often

observed were: focused listening, drills, dialogues, pair

practice, and language generating. Participants often observed

several techniques demonstrated during one visit.

A summary of the Evaluation Form from the study indicated

that participants:

* Unanimously found coaching to be a positive

experience. The most positive aspects mentioned
in follow-up interviews were: 1) learning took

place in a non-threatening setting; 2) the

opportunity was built-in to improve one's

techniques; 3) having specific criteria for each
technique provided a structured format for

observations; and 4) coaching was a learning

process.

* Found the Feedback Forms to be very useful. The

Forms provided standard criteria for good
instruction and proved to be even more valuable

while being observed (lesson planning) than

observing.

* Felt strongly that one must see the techniques

demonstrated/modeled in an arena such as the

Institute before being able to use the Feedback

Forms.

* Felt that the Institute should be conducted
yearly, perhaps focusing on the use of only one

or two techniques each year.
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collegial relationships within their own agencies. Of particular

importance has been the support provided by agency

actr:nistrators to instructors who participated in the

Inst.tute. As one administrator commented during her interview

with an observer: "I am amazed at the amount of improvement in

my two instructors who had no previous training."

Participants' and Trainers' Perceptions of the Institute

Both Institute participants and trainers were asked to

complete evaluation forms after attending the Institute training

sessions and the in-service Institute Colloquia conducted during

1986-87. The summary results from the analyses of these forms

are presented below.

Participants' Perceptions. Overall, instructors who

participated in the seven ESL Institutes conducted during the

past year found the sessions to be well designed and well paced.

They felt that the trainers were adept in conveying the

underlying concepts of the Institutes, and used the training and

audio-visual support materials effectively.

While the instructors .(:)und that the Institute modules

concerning the conduct of an ESL lesson, development of listening

and speaking skiils, and coaching had been taught well, they did

comment that often the training schedule was a bit ambitious

given the amount of time available. The general feeling among

instructors was that the number of ESL Techniques covered in

depth during the Institute sessions should be reduced. The
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instructors found the modeling of Techniques and the opportuni-

ties to practice and receive feedback about their use of the

Techniques the most beneficial aspects of th.i Institute sessions.

Trainer Perceptions. Institute trainers also were asked to

complete evaluation forms at the conclusion of the colloquia

sessions in May and August. Overall, the trainers reported that

these in-service sessions were invaluable. The topics that

trainers thought most helpful were: a) the modeling of ESL

Techniques; b) the demonstration of feedback sessions; and

c) opportunities to practice training.

In spite of the skills that trainers bring with them to the

Institute, they feel that their on-going reinforcement and skill

enhancement are critical if the ESL Institute is to present a

consistent, standardized program. As one trainer commented after

the August Colloquium, "I really feel more confident and so much

more prepared to do the training."

Trainers do feel that their continuous efforts in clarifying

and refining the Institute materials have resulted in an improved

program. During the August Colloquium, two small groups working

concurrently with the same Feedback Form, analyzing the same ESL

Technique, raised the same questions and reached the same

conclusions. In the words of one trainer, "We see convergence of

the level of 'rainers' skills."
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V. SUMMARY AND FUTURE ACTIVITIES

Overview

The evaluation of the ESL Institute undertaken during 1986-

87 has provided a rich array of information concerning both the

Institute's effectiveness in achieving its objectives, and the

Institute components that require further refinement during 1987-

88. Viewed as a formative evaluation, the results of the pilot

study of Institute participants have shown that ESL instructors'

skills will improve when a systematic, reinforced intervention--

i.e., ESL Institute--is implemented. Critical to the success of

the Institute are factors such as the quality and consistency of

the training; the selection of participents and customization of

training program to their needs; the administrative support that

is provided to Institute participants; and the perceived value

of the program b.: both participants and trainers.

This section of the report discusses the Institute

refinement activities that will be undertaken during 1987-88,

based on the findings from the past year's evaluation. These

activities will focus on three areas: 1) the Institute's design

and content, 2) the transfer process that will be used to prepare

agencies for participation in the Institute, and 3) the types of

reinforcement activities that will be available to Institute

participants, to assist in the skill-building and skill-retention

processes. Each of these areas is described in this section.
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Institute Design and Content

Based on the findings of the past year's evaluation,

refinement of the Institute design will focus on four aspects:

1) relationship of techniques to lesson, 2) feedback forms,

3) use of videos, and 4) Institute content.

Relationship of Techniques to Lessons. Training in each

technique has fccused on the steps in using the technique. It

has been preceded by training on the stages o2 a CBE/ESL lesson.

The 1987-88 Institute will reinforce the relationship between

the technique and the lesson. The demonstration of each

technique will be analyzed in two ways: first, the relationship

of the techuique to the total lesson; and second, the steps in

the technique.

Feedback Forms. The Feedback Forms identify the steps

within a techniquc; and suggest options for each step. Through

feedback obtained from trainers in the colloquia and through

review by the evaluators, some discrepancies have been noted in

the internal consistency of the forms. In order to rectify

these inconsistencies, refinement will be undertaken in two

areas: within forms and across forms. There will be a review

of steps within each form to ensure that each step is essential

to the technique; any step that relates to general lesson

planning, rather than specific technique, will be eliminated.

There; will be a review across the forms to ensure that each o'

the follcwing aspects of competency-based adult education is
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addressed in a consistent manner on each of the forms:

1) grouping strategies, 2) use. of material, 3) learning styles,

and 4) monitoring of studlnts.

Use of Videos. Videotapes currently exist for the

demonstration of six of the techniques taught in the Institute.

The use of videotapes provides a standardized model fer the

Institute participants to learn the technique. Partic3pants

across Institutes see the same demonstrations and the same

options for executing each teaching step of the technique. The

videotapes also enable trainers to prepare themselves thro gh

independent study. Therefore, in order to Pssure consistency in

delivery to participants and to provide for on-going training

of trainers, all demonstratiohs of techniques will be portrayed

on video.

Institute Content. During 1986-a7, trainers had :the option

of covering 11 techniques across the three Institute sessions.

There was not sufficient time in the three sessions to review

each of the techniques, along with the other information that

needed to be covered. In order to ensure there is adequate time

to teach the materials in each session, the special modules to

be highlighted will be determined prior to Session I.
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Organizational Conditions for Implementation.

The results of the study have indicated that there are two

organizational conditions which are critical to implementation of

the Institute: 1) the matching of participants' skill needs with

the training offered by the Institute, and 2) the provision of

support to participants from their local agency administration.

Matching Needs with Training. To ensure that Institute

participants' needs match the training offered by the Institute,

an assessment by Institute staff will occur prior to the first

session of each Institute. This arrangement will result in the

selection of modules for training. Selection will be based on

the training and experience of those instructors who will be

participating in the Institute, as well as on the language

proficiency level and needs of the participants' students. The

assessment also will result in the identification of a change

agent within the agency of the Institute participant.

Administrative Support. Findings from the pilot study

related to administrative support identified a variety of we_s

that management can offer support to Institute participants.

These included: a) attending the Institute themselves,

b) providing paid time for participants to attend the Institute,

c) providing participants with pay or substitutes for the time

they observe and coach, d) scheduling follow-up or feedback

sessions, and e) providing the resources necessary for

instructors to develop lessons based on the training concepts.
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In order to ensure that Institute participants receive

support from their local agency, Institute staff will meet with

agency administrators to discuss fhe support activities

identified in the study. Prior to an agency's staff participa-

tion in Institute training, an explicit agreement will be made

between the agency's management and Institute staff that

identifies the support the agency will provide to their

instructors who participate in Institute training.

Skill Reinforcement

During 1986-87, the ESL Institute incorporated a process for

reinforcing participants as they acquired new instructional

skills. This process--coaching--was based on a model that has

been used in private industry for training mid-level managers to

work with their sales forces. As well, the process has been

adopted by training programs for elementary and secondary

teachers.

The Institute participants who performed the coaching :ound

the process helpful as they began to implement what they had

learned during the Institute sessions. As well, the coaching

gave participants an opportunity to establish collegial

relationships with other ESL instructors, and to share their

teaching experiences with these individuals through the coaching

sessions. Institute participants who were more experienced ESL

instructors, and who were matched with a colleague of similar

expertise and background, found the coaching to be the most

beneficial.
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In the cases where participants either did not find the

coaching process satisfactory or possible, two factors seemed to

be critical. In the first case, participants reported that it

was difficult both to learn new skills--i.e., the ESL

Techniques--as well as to learn how to coach. When two less-

experienced instructors were paired as coaches, then the task

appeared to be especially difficult. In the second case, a

number of participants reported that without administrative

support--e.g., release time--the coaching sessions were

impossible to schedule. The findings from all of these

experiences suggest that options for reinforcement should be

established for the Institute during 1987-88, which can addreis

the needs of a variety of ESL instructors in a range of

organizational environments. These options are presented below.

Expert Coaching Model. As has been the experience in the

coaching programs utilized in private industry, often coaching

is most effective when a more experienced--i.e., skilled--

individual is paired with a colleague who is less skilild. Thus,

during the coming year, the Instituie will offer a coaching

option in which more experienced instructors who participate in

the Institute will become the coaches for new ESL instructors.

This model--a one-way coaching process--should help both to build

the instructional skills of the new instructor, and to reinforce

the skills of the'more experienced instructor. This model also

adheres to an important principle in training--that only one new

skill can be learned at a time.
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Peer Coaching Model. As was the experience with a number of

the Institute participants this year, coaching is particularly

effective when undertaken by coaching pairs who have some

experience in using the ESL Techniques being taught in the

Institute. In this option--a reciprocal coaching model--

experienced instructors who participate in the Institute will

have an opportunity to learn the coaching process and to function

as peer coaches.

Change Agent Model. The final option for reinforcement in

the Institute during 1987-88 will be the change agent model--

whereby an individual in each participating adult education

agency will be designated as the "change agent" for supporting

the Institute's activities. Given the finding that reinforcement

is critical to skill building, and that coaching may not be a

viable option for all Institute participants, this model offers

another opportunity for providing reinfotcement. The "change

agent" will participate in the Institute training, if possible,

and will be responsible for bringing Institute participants from

his/her agency together between Institute sessions to discuss the

skills that are being _aught. Thus, this model provides for some

sharing of participants' experiences while they are learning and

practicing new skills. These meetings also will serve as

opportunities for Institute participants to develop or reinforce

existing collegial relationships with other instructors in their

agency.
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Summary. The three models for skill reinforcement described

above are intended to provide ESL Institute participants with

viable options for developing the skills presented during the

Institute sessions. These models take into consideration the

variety of instructors who will be attending the Institute and

the different organizational conditions in which they work.
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ESL Techniques Feedback Forms
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Coach

Date and Length
of Observation

D S

Slte

Level c4. Class

FEEDBACK FORM: FOCUSED LISTENING

Observed
Behavior

1. Did the instructor set up the situation? YES NO

HL by describing or explaining / /or'
LL HL by providing a visual for students to discuss / /or or
LL HL by asking questions for students to / /or or answer

LL HL by relating it to previously studied
curriculum 1-7

or
HL by eliciting ideas or experiences from the / 7

stlidents

other

2. Did the instructor prepare the students to
understand the language they would hear?

LL HL vocabulary

LL HL structures (past tense, comparative
adjectives)

YES NO

HL functions (clarify, describe) LI
other

3. Did the instructor provide tasks that required
students to demonstrate comprehension? YES NO

LL by responding physically
or
LL HL by completing a worksheet (e.g., circle

the correct cuoice, fill in the blank,
label the diagrams or visuals)

or
HL by answering questions

other

REV: 01/08/87
AC.I.CC1A7 ; SC-1: AOM:::STRATORS

AGM.U.S:RAT ION 1985

A- 1

II

1-7



FEEDBACK FORM: FOCUSED LISTENING--continued

4. Did the instructor provide examples for the task?
LL HL by showing a completed item or twoor or
LL HL by completing the first item or twoor or
LL HL by guiding students in completing the firstitem or two

other

Observed
Behavior

YES NO

/7

/7

/7

/7
5. Did the instructor provide materials to guide studentsin the listening task?

YES NO
LL realia
or
LL visuals
or
LL HL visuals and print

or
HL print only

other

6. Was the language presented with normal speed,
intonation, stress and volume? YES NO

(percentage of language 'chat was natural speech)
0-35% 35-70% 70-95% 100%

1 2 3 4

REV: 01/08/87

. "T, i., :); .,. Fa PeA sc.apt Armospeops.
FOUhDAW3 ri.g+ c.D.CMICNAL AOYIV5 ;RATION 1%5

A- 2
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FEEDBACK FORM: FOCUSED LISTENING--continued

(6

7. Did the students participate in the activity?

(percentage of students that participated)
0-35% 35-70% 70-95% 100%

1 2 3 4

Observed
Behavior

YES NO

8. Did the instructor provide feedback to students
on the accuracy of their listening? YES NO

LL by providing the correct answer /-7
or
LL HL by eliciting answers from individual /-7

students
or or
LL HL by eliciting answers from all students in 17

order to identify items not agreed on
or or
LL HL by having students listen again in order to /-7

correct their mistakes

other /7

i Follow up activity agreed upon:YES NO
Lesson Plan
Review
Attached

Stage of Lesson: Check stage(s)
observed, warm up

REV: 01/08187

presentation
practice
application

e ASSOCIAMN CF CAL:FCati:A SCHOOL ANNISMATORS
FC,.:.:gCN FiA E:..g:CNAL ACV.h;SIIATION 1965

.a..

A - 3 77



Coach

Date and Length
of Observation

Distrlct

Site

Level of Class

FEEDBACK FORM: FARLY PRODUCTION

It

Observed
Behavior

1. Did the instructor set up the situation? YES NO

LL by stating the objective /7
or
LL by using visuals and/or realia 1-7
or
LL by asking questions /-7

other
L=7

2. Did the instructor provide a context for new YES NO
vocabulary?

LL by using the word in context
or
LL by using realia/visuals

other

3. Did the instructor provide comprehensible input? YES NO

LL by using pictures/visuals
or
LL by using realia /-7
or
LL by using gestures/body movement /-7

other /-7

REV: 01/07/87

C ASSOCIAT -.;10F SCrICL
fOuNDAIrON EDUCAPONAL AMMISTRATIO4 Ism

A - 4
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FEEDBACK FORM: EARLY PRODUCTION-continued

Observed
Behavior

4. Did the instructor as!. questions that required
only one word or short phrase response? YES NO

LL by asking yes/no questions 17or
LL by asking either/or questions /7or
LL by making open-ended statements /-7

other

5. Did the instructor repeat back correctly language
the students pronounced incorrectly? YES NO

(percentage of time incorrect language repeated
back correctly)

0-35% 35-70% 70-95% 100%
1 2 3 4

YES NO
Lesson Plan
Review
Attached

Stage of Lesson: Check stage(s)
observed, warm up

presentation
REV: 01/08/87 practice

application

C ASSGCMTIN CF CAL-00VA C:rt:%;.. APPYISTRATOAS
FOUNDATIOU FC3 El:CAI:CNA. ACM AISATION as A - 5 79

Follow up activity agreed upon:
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Coacn Site

Date and Length Level of Class
of Observation

FEEDBACK FORM: DRILLS

Observed
Behavior

1. Did the instructor provide meaning for the utterance YES NO
being practiced?

LL HL by providing context /7
or
LL by using realia
or
LL by using visuals /-7
or
LL by using drawings /-7

other /7
2. Did the instructor focus the drill? YES NO

LL HL repetition (for pronunciation)
or or
LL HL substitution (for vocabulary)
or or
LL HL transformation (for structure)

other

3. Did the instructor use natural speed, volume,
intonation and stress?

(percentage of time natural speech was modeled)
0-35% 35-70% 70-95% 100%

1 2 3' 4

4. Did the instructor model expected responses before
asking the students to respond?

(humber of times modeled)
one two three or more
1 2 3

YES NO

5. Did the instructor direct students? YES NO

LL HL by using hand signals 17
or or
LL HL by giving verbal commands ("repeat") II

other /-7

REV: 01/08/87
: Ci A SCPCOL AGMNSTRATORS.

reit (011t.: 7 :NAL ACM MSTRATICN.1585 A 6 80



FEEDBACK FORM: DRILLS--continued

Observed
Behavior

6. Did the instructor repeat the utterance after the
student repetition to provide positive reinforcement? YES NO

(percentage of time utterance repeated)
0-35% 35-70% 70-95% 100%

1 2 3 4

7. Did the instructor move from whole group to YES NO
individual practice?

LL HL whole group

LL HL half class--half class

LL

i

HL small groups (e.g., rows, men/women)

LL IFHL individuals

other

8. Did the students demonstrate control of the larguage
practiced? YES NO

(percentage of students who demonstrated control)
0-25% 25-50% 50-75% 75-100%

1 2 3 4

9. Did the instructor give students the opportunity to
apply the language to their own lives? YES NO

LL HL by responding to the instructor with
or or information about themselves

LL HL by responding to classmates with
or information about theL elves

HL by initiating

other

YES NO
Lesson Plan
Review
Attached

/ 7

Follow up activity agreeo upon:

Stage of Lesson: Check stage(s)
observed, warm up

REV: 01/07/87 presentation
ractice,....scruTION OF CALtFORNIA SOHO% ADC.ONISTPATORS.13

FOUNDALA FOR VOCATIONAL AZMASTRATM1915 application A - 7 81



Coacn

Date and Length
of ObservatIon

SIte

Level of Class

FEEDBACK FORM: DIALOGUES

1. Did the instructor set up the situation?

HL by describing
or

LL HL by using visuals or realia
or or*
LL HL by asking questions to elicit information

from students (e.g., about a picture,
or about their own lives)

Observed
Behavior

YES PO

/-7

/-7

/-7

HL by presenting a problem for sLudents to solc.e / /

other

2. Did the instructor provide a model dialogue?

LL HL by modeling ona or playing a tape
or
HL by eliciting one from students

other

3. Did the instructor model the complete dialogue
before students were expected to speak or
respond physically?

(number of times modeled)
one two
1 2

three or more
3

4. Did the instructor use sone method to indicate
the two speakers?

LL two hands or puppets
or
LL HL stick figures or drawings and pointing
or or
LL HL changing positions

other

REV: 1/08/87

ACSO''34 CF CAVOIYA AncvgliAtOAS.
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YES NO

/-7

/-7

YES NO

YES NO

/ /
/ /
/ /

/



FEEDBACK FORM: DIALOGUES--continued

Observed
Behavior

5. Did the -nstructor ask questions aoout the dialogue YES NO
to chec% student comprehension.before expecting
student production?

LL yes/no questions
Or
LL HL "wh" questions

other

6. Did the instructor model and provide for practice of YES NO
the parts of the dialogue with the whole group?

LL HL repetition (e.g., line-by-line, backword
or or build-up)

/7
LL HL drills for vocabulary /7
Or Or
LL HL drills for structure practice /7
Or Or
LL HL two-line exchanges /7

other /-7

7. Did the instructor model and L'e practice of the YES NO
the whole dialogue with the whole group?

LL by showing visuals, using gestures I i
Or
LL HL by providing key words or phrases / /
ot or
LL HL by using a disappearing dialogue / /

or
HL by providing a complete written dialogue / /
Or
HL by eliciting from students the cues for

each lihe of a dialogue

other /-7

REV: 01/08/87

c : CF ZzliccRw. SC .:,.. ACIMSTIATOAS.
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FEEDBACK FORM: DIALOGUES--continued

Observed
Behavior

8. Did the instructor move from whole group to small YES .NO
group practice?

1

LL HL whole group

LI, HL half class --- half class / /

LL HL small groups (e.g. men/women; rows) / /

other / /

9. Did the instructor provide for simultaneous
individual practice? YES NO

(percentage of students who practiced)
0-35% 35-70% 70-95% 100%

1 2 3 4

10. Did the instructor provide materials to guide
students in the individual practice? YES NO

LL
or

realia /7
LL
or

visuals /7

LL HL
or

visuals and print / /

HL print only /-7

other /-7

11. Did the instructor assess individual progress? YES NO

LL HL by listening to individuals during /7
simultaneous practice

LL Uri by having individuals model for whole class 17

other / /

Y:1T--7t115

Lesson Plan
Review
Attached

Stage of Lesson: Chec- stage(s)
observed, warm up

presentation

REV: 01/08/87 practice
application

Ative;;SUATOSS. A - 10'
rz3 ADY.:h F.:RATiCti.133,5 84

Follow up activity agreed upon:



Coacn Site

Date and Length Level of Class
of Observation

FEEDBACK FORM: PAIR PRACTICE

1. Did the instructor prepare the class for the task
to be practiced by students in pairs?

LL by demonstrating both parts
or
LL HL by demonstrating with an instructional

aide or a student

Observed
Behavior

YES NO

/-7

/-7

or
HL by describing or explaining the task /-7

. other I-7

2. Did the instructor provide group practice so that
students were able to produce the language in pairs
without the teacher model? YES NO

LL HL teacher model/students repeat

i HL teacher --- students

LL half class --- half class

4,LL odd rows --- elgen rcYs

other

3. Did the instructor provide materials to guide students
in the pair activity? YES NO

LL realia
or
LL visuals / /
or
LL HL visuals and print / /

or
HL print only / /,

other / /

/ /

REV: 01/09/87
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FEEDBACK FORM: PAIR PRACTICE--continued

Observed
Behavior

4. Did the insLructor provide materials which focused
the activity on eaco of the following? YES NO

HL on language structures, vocabulary IIiLL

LL HL on theme or topic (health, transportation)

LL HL on communication

other

II

II

5. Did the instructor direct student movement into
pairs? YES NO

LL HL by using hand cues to indicate pairs II
or or
LL HL by moving students' desks together LI
or
LL by using a matching activity (e.g. numbers 1-7

index cards with question/answer,
color/names of color, pictures cut in half)

or
HL by describing or explaining

other

I-7
/-7

6. Did the instructor move around the room to listen and
provide assistance to individual pairS? YES NO

(percentage of time inS.tructor assisted pairs)
0-35% 35-70% 70-95% 100%

2 3 4

7. D'kd the instrUctor work with pairs who appeared to
have difficulty performing the task?

(percentage of those having difficulty that
instructor worked with)

0-35% 35-70% 70-95% 100%
1 2 3 4

REV:. 1/08/86
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YES NO



FEEDBACK FORM: PAIR PRACTICE--continued

Observed
Behavtor

8. Dia the students participate in the activity? - YES NO

(percentage of students participating)
0-35% 35-70% 70-95% 100%

1 2 3 4

9. Did the students complete the activity? YES NO

(percentage of students completing the activity)
0-25% 25-50% 50-75% 75-100%

1 2 3 4

10. Did the instructor provide a culminating activity
for the whole group?

YES NO

LL HL by providing practice on general problem -17areas
or or
LL HL by providing opportunities for individuals /-7

to demonstrate for the whole class
or or
LL HL by providing opportunities for students to /./

apply the language to their own lives

other

.

YES NO
Lesson Plan
Review
Attached ,

Stage of Lesson: Check stage($.)
observed, warm up __

presentation
practice
application

c :F cr v; vs soai "ANISMATCR$
Fou';:g OH Fee Ceut...i.'ettAi. 40M%S1RAT*N

REV: 01/09/87
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Follow up activity agreed upon:
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:ns::4:::: Dls-- --

Coach SIte

Date and Length Level of Class
of Observatton

FEEDBACK FORM: INFORMATION GAP

1. Did the instructor relate the situation to the
the ste.dents' own lives?

LL HL by descrii-ing the situation
Or Or
LL HL y asking questions

ot..h.:r

Observed
Behavior

2 Did the instructor precede the activity with
practice in language needed to participate in it? YES NO

LL HL vocabulary
1.7

LL HL 'structures (e.g., past tense) /7
HL functions (e.g., clarify, describe) /7

other
/-7

3. .Did the instructor model the activity in front
of the whole class?

LL HL by demonstrating both parts
or or
LL HL by demonstrating with an instructional aide

or student
or Or
LL 4IL by having two students demonstrate

.other

YES NO

I-7
/7
/-7
I-7

4. Did the instructor dirt."ct student movement
into the acZA.vity? YES NO

LL HL by assigning students to work together L=7Or or
LL HL by encouraging students to form their own /7

teams

other /7

REV: 01/09/87
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FEEDBACK FORM: INFORMATION GAP--continued

5. Did the instructor provide materials to guide
students in the activity?

rr realia or visuals

LL HL visuals ar.0 print
Or
HL print only

other

Observed
Behavior

YES NO

/7

/7

/7

/7

6. Did tt,F. instructor move around the room to listen YES NG
and a,sist teams?

(percentage of time instructor assisted teams
0-35% 35-70% 70-95% 100%

1 2 3 4

7. Did the instructor work with teams that appeared
to have difficulty performing the task?

(percentage of those having difficulty that
instructor worked with)

0-35% 35-70% 70-95% 100%
1 2 3 4

8. Did the students participate in the activity?

(perceittage of students participating)
0-35% 35-70% 70-95% 100%

1 2 3 4

YES NO

YES NO

9. Did the students complete the activity? YES NO

(percentage of students completing the activity)
0-25% 25-50% 50-75% 75-100%

2 3 4

REV: 01/09/87
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FEEDBACK FORM: INFORMATION GAP--continued

10. Did the instructor provide feedback to students on
the accuracy of their answers?

LL HL by providing the correct answers
or or
LL HL by eliciting the correct answers from

individual students

Observed
Behavior

YES NO

/ /.

I. 7
or or
LL HL by eliciting answers from all students in /-7

order to identify items not agreed on

other

11. Did the insZructor correct errors only when there
was a communication breakdown? YES NO

(percentage of errors corrected that werv for
communication breakdown)

0-35% 35-70% 70-95% 100%
1 2 3 4

YES NO
Lesson Plan
Review
Attached ,

.

Stage of Lesson: Check stage(s)
observed, warm up

presentation
practice
application

C ASS:: :TV: OF CA1V.1%1A SCHOOL ANNSTRATOR2.
FOUNDAV1 FOR EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION. IOW

REV: 01/09/87

Follow up activity agreed upon:
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Coacn

Date and Length
of Observation

District:

Site

Level of Class

FEEDBACK FORM: ROLE PLAY

1. Did the instructor relate the situation to the
students' experiences?

LL
or
LL

HL
or
HL

ty describing the situation

by asking questions

other

Observed
Behavior

YES NO

7 /

/ /

/ /

2. Did the instructor provide practice on language
needed to participate in the task? YS NO

LL HL vocabulary Z.7
LL HL structures (e.g., past tense, comparative 17

adjectives)

HL functions (e.g.; to clarify, to describe)" 17
other /-7

3. Did the students demonstrate control of tne
language needed for the task? YES NO

(percentage of language students controlled)
0-25% 25-50% 50-75% 75-100%

1 2 3 4

4. Were roles assigned?

LL HL by the teacher
or or
LL HL by Students volunteering
or or
LL HL by other students selecting

other

5. Did the students assume the assigned roles?

(percentage of students that assuMed roles)
0-35% 35-70% 70-95% 100%

.1 2 3 4

REV: 01/13/87 A - 17

YES NO

/ /

/ /

/ /

/ /

YES NO



6. Did
students

LL
or
LL

FEEDBACK FORM: ROLE PLAY--continued

the instructor provide materials to assist
in the role play?

props (visuals, realia)

HL props and print
or
HL print only

other

Observed
Behavior

YES

/7

NO

/7

/7

/7
7. Did the students participate in the activity? YES NO

(percentage of stddents that participated
)

0-35% 35-70% 70-95% 100%
1 2 3 4

3. Did the instructor correct errors only when there YES NO
was a communication breakdown?

(percentage of errors corrected that were for
communication breakdown)

0-35% 35-/.7'% 70-95% 100%
1 2 3 4

9. Did the instructor provide feedback on roblem areas
identified during the role play? YES NO

LL HL by pointing out the problem
or or

/-7

LL HL by providing a solution to the problem
or or

1-7

LL HL by getting otudent(s) to provide a solution
or Or

1-7

LL I by providing opportunities for further
practice

other /7

Follow up activity agreed uopn:YES NO
Lesson Plan
Review
Attached

Stage of Lesson: Check stage(s)
observad. warm up

presentation

REVz 01/08/87 practice
application
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Coacr.

Date and Length
of Observation

Site

Level of Class

FEEDBACK FORM: LANGUAGE GENERATING

1. Did the instructor set up the topic/situation?

Observed
Behavior

YES NO

LL HL by telling a story /-7
or or
LL HL by using a visual /7
or or
LL HL by using realia /7

other /-7

2. Did the instructor check for student comprehension? YES NO

LL HL by asking yes/no questions
or or
LL Er by asking "wh" questions

or
HL by eliciting examples /-7

other /-7

3. Did the instructoL ask questions that enabled
students to share their own experience with that
situation or topic? YES NO

LL HL factual questions / /

HL evaluation or judgement cquestions

other /7

4. Lid the students relate to the situation? YES NO

(percentage of students :lho related)
0-25% 25-50% '50-75% 75-100%

1 2 3 4

5. Did the instructor elicit language that would
be used in the situation?

LL HL vocabulary

LL HL structures (e.g., past tense, comparative
. adjectives)

HL functions (e.g., clarify, describe) / /

other

YES NO

REV: 01/09/87
c AS4CA:.0.::"
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FEEDBACK FORM: LANGUAGE GENERATING-7ccntinued

Observed
Behavior

6. Did the instructor select from the language
elicited a focus for student instruction? YES NO

LL HL vocabulary /-7

LL HL structures /7
HL functions /7

other

7. ,Did the ir,tructor have students practice the
language? YES NO

LL HL by responding to questions /7
or or
LL HL by asking and responding to questious /-7

or
HL by generating a dialogue / -7

other /-7

8. Did the instructor provide materials to assist in
the language practice?

HL key word or phrases

LL written dialogue

other

YES NO
Lesson Plan
ReView

LAttached

Stage of Lesson: Check stage(s)
observed, warm up

presentation

REV: 01/09/87 practice
application

C A530(nt-4 CC rAlir-CWA ::::14:11 4:110,14.:G nom
FOUhDATCI FR EOUCMIONAL ANIMSTRAtION IGO A - 20

PolloW up activity agreed upOn:



oacn

Date and Length
of Observation

Site

Level of Class

FEEDBACK FORM: LANGUAGE EXPERIENCE

1. Did the instructor provide a common experience
for the whole group?

LL H4 field trip
or

or HL class visitor
or

LL HL class project, activity, or demonstration
or (e.g. making popcorn)

LL or discussion of series of pictures, a live
action sequence, etc.

HL discussion of news
(e.g. earthquake, bad weather)

other

2. W.d the instructor elicit the story from the
students to get common language?

LL HL by a, 'ing specific questions
or or
LL HL by having students ask each other questions
or or
LL HL by having students respond to general

questions (e.g. What happened? What
happened nwit?)

other

Observed
Behavior

YES NO.

LI

/7

3. Did the instructor have students dictate the story? YES NO

REV:

(percentage of students who dictated the story)
0-40% 40-60% 60-80% 80-100%

1 2 3 4

01/09/87
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FEEDBACK FORM: LANGUAGE EXPERIENCEcontinued

4. Did the insiructor follow writing conventions?

Observed
Behavior

YES NO

LL HL left to right / -7
LL HL top to bot-tom /-7

LL HL indenting

i

/7
IpLL HL appropriate punctuation /-7

5. Did the instructor read the story aloud, giving
the students a ohance to edit their work? YES NG

(number of times instructor read story)
one two three or more
1 2 3

6. Did the instructor provide pract.i- reading
the story on the board? YES NO

LL HL by pointing without modeling and hing 17
LL by poting and repeating with students

by pointing and modeling prior to students

in 1-7

/7
reading

students read

other

^

REV: 01/08/87
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FEEDBACK FORM: LANGUAGE EXPERIENCEcontinued

7. Did the instructor provide the students with a
copy of the story?

8.

LL HL immediately
or Or
LL HL after a break

or
HL the next day

other

Observed
Behavior

YES NO

/ /

/ /

/ /

/ /

Did the instructor use the dictated story to
develop reading skills YES NO

LL
or
LL
or

matching words with visuals

signt words

/-7

LL
or

HL
Or

word order within a sentence

LL
or
LL

HL sequencing

word attack skills (sound/symbol
correspondence)

other

/ -7

YES NO
Lesson Plan
Review
Attached

Stage of Lesson: Check stage(s)
observed, warm up

pr2sentation
practice

REV: 01/08/87 application
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Follow up activity agreed upon:
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70.A cr. Szte

Date ,ane Length
of 01:servat2.on

Level of cla.is

FEEDBACK FORM: READING

Observed
Behavior

1. Did the instructor provide a preliminary activity? YES NO

LL by having students predict with pictures 1-7
or
LL HL by having students respond to preliminary

discussion questions

other

2. Did the instructor provide materials that focused
on a purpose for reading?

LL HL life skills (ads, schedules)
or or
LL HL narrative-informational (newspaper article)

or
HL entertainment

or
LL language dc,velopment (reinforcement of

language structures)

other

3. Did the instructor provide an activity that focused
on general meaning?

HL by having students skim for main ideas
or

LL HL by having students select a title

/ /

YES NO

i /

other ,/ /

REV: 01/09/87
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FEEDBACK FORM: READIF3--continued

4. Did the instructor provide an activity that required
students to get detail?

Observed
Behavior

YES NO

LL HL by having students answer comprehension / /
questions

information required for answer 17
contained in question

information required for answer /7
contained in one sentence

answer requires getting 17
informatiOn from more than
one sentence

Or or
LL HL by having students scan

other

/-7

5. Did the instructor provide an activity that had
students interpret the reading? YES NO

LL HL by making inferences rok / /
or Or
LL HL by evaluating or judging based on their own / /

experiences

other / -7

6. Did the instructor provide an activity that builds
reading skills? YES NO

HL guessing meaning (vocabulary in context)
Or

LL HL predi-ting (e.g., cloze)
or Or
LL HL sequencing (e.g., putting sentence strips
or or in order)

LL HL decoding

other

REV: 01/09/87
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FEEDBACK FORM: READING--continued

Observed
Behavior

7. Did the instructor provide a culminating activity
for the whole group? YES NO

LL HL by having students paraphrase, summarize / -7
or or
LL HL by providing practice on general problem

areas
or or
LL !IL by providing opportunites for students to

relate the language or situa:ion to their
own lives

other

YES NO
PlanILesson

Review
Attached

Stage of Lesson: Check stage(s)
observed, warm up

presentation
REV: 01/09/87 practice

application
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Follow up activity agreed upon:
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ESL TEACHER INSTITUTE
Classroom Observation Form

Instructor

Observer

Date and Length of Observation:

Class Period
Begins Ends

Observation Date
Begins Ends

District

Site

Level of
Class

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
LESSON PLAN? REVIEWED? ATTACHED?

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVE:

RELATED LANGUAGE SKILLS-Circle those appropriate:LSRW
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

LISTENING SpEAKING READING ' WRITING

WARM UP/
REVIEW

PRESENTATION

PRACTICE

APPLICATION

FOCUSED LISTENING

SPEAKING (CONTROLLED): Early Production (EP) Drills (Dr.)
Dialogues (D) Pair Practice (PP) Language Generating

SPEAKING (LESS CONTROLLED): Role Play (RP) Information Gap (IG)

READING: Language Experience (LEA) Reading (R)

REV: 01/06/87
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ESL TEACHER INSTITUTE
Classroom Observation Form

Definitions of Terms

-

Lesson

.Instruction focused on one objective, which includes
pre'sentation, practice, and application, not always completed in oneclass period.

Warm UP/Review

Previously praCticed/iearned material being reviewed, used for
interaction, getting students comfortable; ideally blends into
lesson; students actively involved.

Presentation

Teacher-centered, little or no student production; focused on
introduction of new material.

Practice

Student use of the new material preaented; ideally involves
interaction of several types (e.g., whole groups, small groups,
pairs) and several techniques (e.g., repetition, question/answer).

Application

Students use the language in a new situation relevant to their
own lives.

01/06/87
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SESSION

EVALUATION OF ESL TEACHER INSTITUTE

ISIMEMB

ADULT ED At3ENCY LOCATION

nrrirrnT6R(ST

DATE

In an effort to improve our services, we are asking you to evaluate both the
CONTENT of the workshop presentation and the ARPROPRIATENESS of the seiection
of the workshop.

EVALUATION OF WORKSHOP: (Circle koorooriate Number)

1. Were the objectives for this
resentation clear?

Vague "1* 2

2. How helpful were the activities Very 1

to the attainment of the objec- Little
tives?

2

3. Was the workshop well-paced? Poorly 1* 2

Paced

4. Were the materials and audio Not 1* 2

visual aids used effectively? Effective

S. Did you understand the main
conce ts?

Little 1 2

6. Are you'prepared to apply the Little 1* 2

concepts?

RECOMENDATIONS/CONCERNSZREMARKS:

7. What I found most useful was . .

8. What I found least useful was . .

9. What I wc,ld like more of is . . .

EVALUATION OF WORKSHOP SELECTION:

3 4 Clear

3 4, Very

Much

3 4 Well

Paced,

3 4 Very
Effe::

3 4 Fully

3 4 Fully

.....

10. How appropriate was the workshop Not
an m-zeting your need.s? Appropri:ste

11. (..cmments:
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1 2 3 4 :ery

(Please comment regarding any questions rated as a 1.)
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EVALUATION

ESL INSTITUTE, SESSION ONE

BEFORE THIS WORKSHOP, I COULD

identify key components of a
CBAE/ESL lesson

explain the coaching process
process

provide feedback on ESL
techniques by coaching a
colleague-

use focused listening
activities in my own lesson

AFTER THIS WORKSHOP I COULD

.identify key coMponents of a
CBAE/ESL lesson

explain the coaching process
process

provide feedback on ESL
techniques by coaching a
col.League

use focused listening
activities in my own lesson

COMMENTS:

REV: 9/24/86

kssoacHON OF CALIFORNIA SCHOOL ADMINISTRATOR&
FOUNDATION FOR EDUCATIONAL ADMIRSTRATION.

With
difficulty

1 2

With
difficuLty

1 2

Easily
3 4 5

Easily
3 4 5

With
Difficulty Easily

1 , 2 3 4 5

Seldom
1

Often
2 3 4 5

With
difficulty

1 2

With
difficulty

With
Difficulty

1 2

Seldom
1

c -1618

Easily
3 4 5

Easily
3 4 5

Easily
3 4 5

Often
2 3 4 5



EVALUATION OF ESL TEACHER INSTITUTE

SESS LON
lam,

ADULT ED At7ENCY
4MITAIMIEM

FCIEIT.fORsrt

LOCATIoN DATE

In an effort to improve our services, we are asking you to evaluate.both the
CONTENT of the workshop presentation and the APPROPRIATENESS of the seizetion
of the workshop.

EVALUATION OF WORKSHOP: (Circle Appropriate Nalmber)

1. Were the objectives hit. this Vague
presentation clear?

2. How helpful were the activities Very
to the attainment of the objec- Little
tives?

3. Was the workshop weli-paced? Poorly
Paced

4. Were the materials and audio Not
visual aids used effectively? Effective

S. Did you understand the main Little
concepts?

6. Are you prepared to apply the Little
concepts?

1* 2 3 4 Clear

1 2 3 4 very

Muca

1* 2 3 4 Well

Paced

1* 2 3 4 Vert-

Ec;--

1* 2 3 4 Fully

1* 2 3 4 Fully

RECOMENDATIONS/CONCERNS/REMARKS:

7. What I found most useiul was . .

8. What I found least useful was . .

9. What I would like more of is . .

EVALUATION OF WORKSYOP SELECTION:

10. How appropriate was the workshop Not 1

in 7.-,ting your needs? Appropriate

:1. Lammen:s:

2 3 4 Very

- (Plea5e comment regarding any questions rated as a 1.)
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EVALUATION
ESL INSTITUTE, SESSION TWO

BEFORE TRIS WORKSHOP, I COULD

place techniques that develop
speaking skills on a contiuum

provide a progression in speaking
activities from teacher-
centered to student-centered
with the teacher as a
facilitator

distinguish between speaking
techniques for lower level
higher level students

use the following speaking
techniques in my own classes:

early production
language generating
drill
dialogue
pair practice
personalized/communicative

AFTER THIS WORKSHOP, I COULD

place techniques that develop
speaking skills on a contiuum

provide a progression in speaking
activities from teacher-
centered to student-centered
with the teacher as a
facilitator

distinguish between speaking
techniques for lower level
higher level students

use the following speaking
techniques in my own classes:

early production
language generating
drill
dialogue
pair practice
personalized/communicative

REV: 10/8/86

-.; 3.3ncinIN .SF CAUFOINIA SCP:OLACIANISTRATORS.

FINMALCM FS LIKATIGIAL AWNS TRAPC44.1 ON

With
difficulty Easily

1 2 3 4 5

With
difficulty tasily

1 2 1 4 5

With
Difficulty Easily

1 2 3 4 5

Seldom Often
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
J. 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5

With
difficulty Easily

1 2 3 4 5

With
difficulty Easily

1 2 3 4 5

With
Difficulty Easily

1 2 3 4 5

Seldom Often
1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5
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EVALUATION OF ESL TEACHER INSTITUTE

ADULT ED A,3ENCY

IrTZTETTXTOITT7-

LOCATION DATE

In an effort to improve our services, we are asking you to evaluate both the
CONTZNT of the workshop presentation and the APPROPRIATENESS of tne sel2ct1on
of the workshop.

EVALUATION OF V.ORKSHOP: (Circle Appropriate Number`

1. Were the objectives for this Vague
presentation clear?

2. How helpful were the activities Very
to the attainment of the objec- Little
tives?

3. Was the workshop well-paced? Poorly
Paced

4. Were the materials and audio Not
visual aids used effectively? Effective

5. Did you understand the main Little
concepts?

6. Are you prepared to apply the Little
concepts?

1* 2 3 4 Clear

1* 7 3 4 Verv
Muca

1* 2 5 4 Well

Paced

1* 2 3 4 Verv

1* 2 Fully

1. 2 3 4 Fully

RECOMMENDATIONS/CONCERNS/REMARKS:

7. What I found most useful was . .

8. What I found least useful was . .

9. What X would like more of is . .

EVALUATION OF WORKSHOP SELECTION: Imr
10. How appropriate was the workshop Not 1

in rtin; your needs? Appropriate

2 3 4 Very

:.:. (Ple:se comment regarding any questions rated as a 1.)

111ASSOCIATION CF CALIFOAN1A SCHOOL AOMNISUTCRS.
sauadurnm
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EVALUATION
ESL INSTITUTE, SESSION THREE

BEFORE THIS WORKSHOP, I COULD

distinguish between reading
activities for preliterates
and for literates

use preliminary reading activities

develop language experience
lessons

develop reading activities
to supplement what's in the
text

use a peer coach to provide me
with objective feedback on my
teaching

AFTER THIS WORKSHOP, I COULD

distinguish between reading
activities for preliterates
and for literates

use preliminary reading activities

develop language experierce
lessons

develop reading activities
to supplement what's in the
text

use a peer coach to provide me
with objective feedback on my
teaching

REV: 10/21/86

ASSOCIATICN PF CALIcORNIA SCHOOL ADMiNISTRATORS,

fOL.NZATIOU P7c gACAT4';AL 4.131/.;!45:RAT;cn 125

With
difficulty

1 2

Seldom
1 2

3 4

3 4

With
Difficulty

1 2 3

With
Difficulty

1 2

Seldom
1 2

With
difficulty

1 2

Seldom
1 2

With
Difficulty

1 2

With
Difficulty

1 2

Seldom
1 2

1 1 2

C - 6

Easily
5

Often
5

Easily
5

Easily
3 4 5

Often
3 4 5

Easily
3 4 5

Often
3 4 5

Easily
3 4 5

Easily
3 4 5

3 4

Often
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Trainers' Colloquium

Evaluation Forms
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ESL TEACHER INSTITUTE
1986-87

May Trainers' Colloquium

EVALUATION OF WORKSHOP:

1. Were the objectives for
this presentation clear?

Very Little Very Much

2. How helpful were the
activities to the
attainment of the objectives?

3. Was the workshop well paced?

4. Were the materials and audio
visual aids used effectively?

5. Did you understand the main
concepts?

6. Are you prepared to apply the
concepts?

RECOMMENDATIONS/CONCERNS/REMARKS:

1* 2 3;., 4

2 3 4

1* 2 3 4

3.* 2 3 4

1* 2 3 4

1* 2 3 4

7. What I found most useful was . . .

8. What I found least useful was . . .

9. What I would like more of is . . .

EVINLUATION OF WORKSHOP SELECTION

10. How appropriate was the workshop 1

at meeting your needs?

11. COMMENTS:

D 1 11 4

2 3 4

(*) Please comment on any questions rated as 1.



MAY TRAINERS" COLLOQUIUM-page 2

411
Before this colloquium I could. . .

Very
Little

- use the feedback form for the dialogue technique 1

-use the feedback form for the early production 1

technique

-use the feedback form for the problem solving 1

technique

-use the feedback form for the language experience 1

technique

- Use-the feedback form for the information gap 1

tecnnique

facilitate discussions of techniques

identify key behaviors in facilitation

Now I can. . .

Very
Little

-use the feedback form for the dialogue technique 1

-use the feedback form for the early production 1

technique

-use the feedback form for the problem solving 1

technique

- use the feedback form for the language experience 1

technique

- use the feedback form for the information gap
technique

facilitate discussions of techniques

identify ke behaviors in facilitation

D - 2 11 5

1

Very
Much

2 3 4

2 3 4

2 3 4

2 3 4

2 3 4

2 3

2 3 4

Very
Much

2 3 4

2 3 4

2 3 4

2 3 4

2 3 4

2 3 4

2 3 4



A

ESL TEACHER INSTITUTE
1986-87

August Trainers' Colloquium

EVALUATION OF WORKSHOP: Very Little Very Much

1. Wererthe objectives for
this presentation clear?

2. How helpful were the
activities-to the
attainment of the objectives?

--
3. Was the workshop-Well paced?

the materials and audio
visual aids used effectively?

5. Did you understand the main
concepts?

6. Are you prepared to apply the
concepts?

RECOMMENDATIONS/CONCERNS/REMARKS:

1* 2 3 4

1* 2 --3 4

1* 2 3 4

1* 2 3 4

1* 2 3 4

1* 2 3 4

7. What I found most useful was .

8. What I found least useful was . . .

9. What I would like more of is . . .

EVALUATION OP WORKSHOP SELECTION

10. How appropriate was the workshop 1* 2 3 4
at meeting your needs?

11. COMMENTS:

D - 3 1 1 6

(*) Please comment on any questions rated as 1.



AUGUST TRAINERS' COLLOQUIUM - page 2

The colloquium gave me -the-opportunity to.

Little
or None

Very
Much

-share 1986-87 successes across teams 1 2 3 4

-link the evaluation to the training 1 2 3 4

-provide input on the 1987-88 Institutes 1 2 3 4

Before this colloqulum I could. . .

Very
Little

Very
Much

identify key behaviors in facilitation 1 2 3 4

facilitate discussions of techniques 1 2 3 4

use the feedback forms to analyze techniques. 1 2 3 4

Now I can. . .

Very Very
Little Much

-identify key behaviors in facilitation 1 2 3 4

facilitate discussions of techniques 1 2 3 4

use the feedback forms to analyze techniques. 1 2 3 4

D 4

I 7



Appendix 16
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